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FOR WIIICII JACOB! VARÍFTIFS IS STNG B RFDIICI BI.F?

Introduction

In t.his paper by a curvo wo undorstnnd a one-dimen-

sional, projective, non-singular and irreducible sehome

o v e r (’.

tet C be a curve of genus g and denote by J it.s jaro-

bian variety.

By Abel's theorcm, the points oF J may be canoni-

cally interpreted as the linear equivalence classes of

divisors of degree 0 oti C, or, once a divisor eíass of (lo¬

gree n has been f.ixed, as the linear equivalence classes

of divisors of degree n on C.

In particular, fixing a base point on the curve, we

get a map of the symmetric powers of the curve to the Ja¬

cob ian

By Riemann's Parametrization Theorem, the image of

this map for d-g-l (usually denotod by W° ^ or ^) is a
transíate of the theta divisor of the canonical polariza¬

ción of J. Moreover, Riemann's Singularity Theorem says

Chat the singular locus of 0-W° . is the set of linear

equivalence classes of divisors of dimensión at least

equa l to one ([ K ] p.1^4 Corollary). So, its study fits

naturaíly in the theory of special divisors. _



It is proved (seo [A,C], §2 and [ F, I,} §2), that the

sets w|¡ of poinLs of .1 w'nicb represen!, linear equi va 1 enre

elasses of divisors of degree d with dim |l)| >_ r may be

given natural srherne struetures when we realizo fhem as

the locus wliere certa!n homomorpbisms of vector hundios

on J drop rank. The schemes t.hus obtained together with

the restriction of the universal bundlc on C x J represent

the functors that assign to every scheme X the families

of divisors of degroe d and dimensión at least r parame-

trized by X.

By general results of Fulton and lazarsfeld [ F, t)

p.27l corollary), it is known that is irreducible for

a generic curve if p -g-( r e 1 ) (g-d *• r ) > 0. Tn particular,

Sing 0^ j is irreducible for C generic when g >_ 5 •

When g-4, if C is non-hypere11 ipl ic, it is the inter-

section of a quadric. and a cubic surface i n IP'^ and con¬

si sts in two points corresponding to the linear series

cut by every system of generators of the quadric, which

come to coincide when the quadric is a cone ([ H] (5.2.2)

and (5.5-2)).

When g- 3 is non-empty just when C is hyporellip-

tic and for g£ 2 it is always empty.

The a im o f t h i s paper is to f i n d a 11 curves for
I

which Sing 0- W . i
e-1

Our result is:

i.s r edite ib le .

Theorem: l.et C be a curve of genus g^5» The singular lo-
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rus of the theta divisor of its jacobian Sing B ^

wiUi its natural scheme si.rurturp is reditced, and it is

rediiciblo if and only if C is of one of the following ty-

pos :

a) trigoua1

b) superolliptic, that is t.o say a doublo rover of an

elliptic curve (also c.alled e 1 1 i pt i c-hypere 1 1 l pt ic )
c) an unhranched double rovering of a gemís 3 curve (and

so g-5)•

Note that the reducedness stnt ement is falso fot' a

genus four curve whose canonical model is contained in a

qundric cono. Then the two points of Fot* a generic
gemís four C come to coincide.

The author wishes to thank professor Dr. Gerald V.

Welters for his guidance during the preparation of this

work .

I Reducibility of ^

For hyperel1iptic curves the locus W^ ^ is well known
to be irreducible ([A, M ) p. 212). Henee, we sha i 1 assume

in what follows that C is non hyperel1iptic.

We shall use the ideas of Fulton and I azarsfeld in

their proof of the i rreduo ib i 1 i ty of {remark 1.8
[FI. ]). By using their construction of the set of special
divisors we get the two following sufficient conditions
for the irredueibiI ity of
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a ) dim W
1

e-i

b) cod
W

r-4

1

g-l

(Si„K ! )> 2

Condition a) hoJds for every nonhypere11 iptic curve

([ A,M ] pt’op. 8 p. 209 or [ M ] Th l ) . Moroovor, i n t h i s ca¬

se, as pointed out by Fulton and Lazarefeld in the.ir re-

mark named above and proved by Kempf and l.aksov í[K,L) p.

160-1Ó2), w * * li its schome-fclicorf’tíc struct-ure is

Cohén Maca 111 ay, so oqu i d i morís i. onal .

In part icular* condition b) can be written as:

dim Sing ^ < g-5*

We sha 11 study sepárate!y the case g 5-

W e c 1 a i m :

Lemma 1 T f g 6 and di m sing |üg-5 then C is either
trigonal or supere 1 liptic.

Moreover, for trigonal and superel1 iptic curves it

is knowri that is roduciblo ([ A , M) p.l88 and [ Sh ]

(2.5*2) p. 212 respect i ve 1 y) . So, in case g > 5 the lemma

yields the irreducibility statement of the theorem.

Proof of lemma 1:

It is known ([Ma] lemma 6 p.164) that Csing W*
g ~ * g _ 1

1 2
For a point L in W ^-W ^ , the tangent space to

^ at |t| may be interpretad as the subspace of the tan-
o V

gent space to the Jacobian H (C,K) , ortogonal to the ima-

ge of the Petri morphism:
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)>: ll°(l.) 8 f|0ÍK®l.'1) "*■ !J° f K )

(roinpare [S,D] p.í62 lemma 2 . S ) .

So

si ng W* , - W ^ u Ag~l ff-l

where A denotes the set of equivalence classes of divi-

sors of dogree g-1 and dimensión ono for whirh the Petri

mofphism ts not injective.
2

As C ¡s non-hypero 1tipti o , dim ^ < g-S ([ M] th t),
so wc must jnat- study the serond term»

tet I, belong to A. íf 1. has no fixed points wr

have an exact sequence ((S,D} lemma 2.6)

0 * H°(K® L,'2) —* 11°( L ) « H°(K » I."' ) —ll°(K )

and, as we are assuming | L| € A, we must have h°(K®l.
-2

Since K © I, is a divisor of degree 0, the abovo con-

2
dition implies KL , i.e., L is a 0-chnracter i st i c. As

the set of 0-characteristics on a curve is finito and we

are assuming g > 5> we deduce: we must look for curves for

which the variety A has a component W w i th dim W.>g-5 and

whose generic point. 1. corresponds to a divisor with fi-
1

xed points, that is to say WCW _2+W (here and in whal.S ^ '

follows will stand for w£).
As C is non-hy perel 1 i pt i c dim Ifi'1) ([ M ] th I )

and equality holds only in the following cases ([Mu] Ap-

pendix, p. 34$)•

a) Trigonal curves
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b) Supere!1iptic curves

c) Non-singulnr plañe quinti.cs.

cases a) and b) are allowed in the lomma. As for c) it is

easily shown by using the fact that the canonical, system

5
has only oneis cut by plañe conics that. sing W*

point. In fact, a divisor in wj. corrosponds to a linear

series with a fixed point pG C plus the residual divisor

cut by the pene.il of lines through another point Q GC. If

P/ Q one can check that th.is divisor has dimensión

exactly 1 and that the Petri morphism is invective, so it

corresponds to a non-singular point in W^. Tf P-Q we get
the point of W^.

Suppose that C does not belong to any of the list.ed

cases. Then A has a component of dimonsion g-5 if and on¬

ly if ^ has a component X of dimensión g-6 surh that
the generic point of X is a divisor class of dimensión

one and the generic point of X+W^ is in A. We shall prove
that this is imposible.

Lemma 2. I,et i. he a divisor with h°(L)-2 and degree g-1

such that for a generic point P of C L+P does not satisfy

Petri's ooridition, I,et be the fixed part of the

di visor K - L,. Then K -1,- T]. ^ p. - 2D where d im D > I .

Granted lemma 2 let t he the number of fixed points

i - 1 "
2

-2D moves in a snbvariety X* of ^ and 0 describes a

non-empty snbvariety Y of wj t)/2'
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It 3 s clear tliat dim X'-dim Y. Moronvor, as X C X' iW^

d i m X<d.im(X'4W ) - dim X'+t

So

dim Y - dim X'^max(dim X -1,0 ) max(g-6-t,0),

T h e r e fore

max (g-6-i , 0 ) £ dim Y < dim wj i)/2 £()/2)-3
where the Jast inequality follows from [M] th.l.

We get

3 < (g-t)/2 < 3

Therefore dim wj - 0 and this is impossible as we
are assuming that C is neither hypere11 iptic ñor t rigo¬

nal. This concludes the proof of 1 emma 1 .

Proof of temma 2:

As P is generic in C L.fP has P as fixcd point and

M°(L.4P) - ll°(f).

Embedding H°(K-l,-P) in H°(K-i,) we get a commutat i ve

djagram

H°(L.P) ® H° ( K - L - P ) í— ll°(K)

1
0 ► B ►H°(l.) ® H°(K~L) L- ll°(K)

where B denotes the Kernel of the Pet.ri morphism.

Condition l.+ P does not, satisfy Potri's rondition is

B n(l|°(t) 9 H°( K-l.-P ) ] ¿ 0

- 7 -
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Otir bypotheses is that for pvery point M € C C ( ir 2 )v ,

if wp denote by 1^ the rorrosponrling lino in 1P^ , tlie
three dimensional linear subvariety of IP^ wbirb corita i ns

<p{ IP * x I, ) cuts JP(B) in a point. Cali this point,

Tn Chis way wp get a map

i* : C IP ( B)

Moroover ^ must be invective, otberwi.se TP(R) wmi i d

cut the intersertion of the linear* «paces genorated by

<P( lp'x !.. ) and <p( ¡P * x I ) N/M points of C. This is

easily seen to be IP * x (I n¡ )) and that wonld contra-N M

dict the fact that IP(B) does not cut Tm

So C is rational. As C is mapped onto C by a comple¬

te linear systom of dimensión two, C must be a conic.
t

Henee wp have K-l.- ^ P^ ^ 2D, dim IO I > J as olaimed.

11 Reducedness

Before dealing with the i reedite i b i I i ty in case g *>

we want to prove the reducedness statement in general.

Assume first. that C is hyporel 1 ipt i c . Por such a cur¬

ve W* - W . as it is easily seen by using the functo-
g - 1 g - 3

riaJ definición of the locus of speciaL divisors. For any

curve W, has the correct dimensión p k, so it is Cohénk

Macaulay ([F,t] remark 1.8 and [K,l,] p. 160-162)) and it,

is irreducible. So, to prove the reducedness it is enough

to prove that it has a nonsingular point. But that is oh -
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vious (for k£g) by taking a point in an(* computing

the í.nngeni space lo

Petri morphism.

in that point by means of the

Were C non hypet e Ilipt i c and ^ non reduced tlien,
as wc have remarked that ^ ^°*,en Macaulay of dimen¬
sión g-4, one of its c.omponents would be contained in the

singuiar loáis. So, using the notations above, we would

have a component X of dimensión g~5 i" W* „ giving rise6 " *

to a component for dimensión g~4 in A. But then, by lemma

2, for a generic L in X and letting 1\ be the fixed

part of K-L we would have K-I.- ^ P. - 2D dim|D|_>l. When
i - 1 1

f moves in X we would get a non-empty subvariety of dimen¬

sión g-5-t in w!(g-O/2
So

g-5-t i dim wJR_t)/2 i ( (g-l, )/2)-3
where, as bof ore , the last inoquality follows f rom [ M)
Th. t .

So we have (g-t)/2 <_ 2 and this is impossible as

C is non hy pere J 1 i pt i.c .

XII The case g-5

Jn this paragraph C will denote a curve of genus 5

neither hyperel1iptic ñor trigonal. We shall not rule out

the supere J 1 i pt i r case, both because we do not. need it to

apply our method and for the independent interest of its

study.
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ín our situatiou, by Noether's Theorem and Pnriqnes-

Petri's results (spe [S D] ) , C is the complete intorsoc-

t í.on of three quadrics in 1P^ .

The linear series of drgrec four and dimensión ono

on such a curve are cut out by the systcms of gennraiors

of quadrics of rank 4, i.e singular quadrics, cont.aning

the curve ([A,M] lemma 4 p.192). The quadrics of TP^ con¬

tai ni ng the curve form a net with base J ocus C. The condi-

tion of degeneration for a quadric is given by the va-

nishing of the determinant of its associated matrix which

is a degree five polynomial. Therefore, the degenerate

quadrics containing the curve yield a plañe quintic. The

variety W* is a donhle covering of this curve, the couple

of points over every point of the quintic corresponding

to the two different systems of generaior‘s of the qua¬

dric. The di seriminant points correspond to the quadrics

of rank 3 through C.

In Ch VJI of [Be], BeauviJle studied those varifitirs

which are obtained as the complete intersection of three

quadrics in lPn n-2k and their associated dotible coverings

of a plañe curve of degree mi. Me proves that bot h cur¬

ves have at most ordinary double points. Moreovcr, the

covering niap is ramified precisely at the singular points

of the covering curve and at those points the covering

involution does not interchange the branches. It follows

in particular that the covering curve i.s reducible if and

- 11



only if the image curve is.

Accordingly, we study the cases whero the plañe quin-

tir docomposes. Were it to happen, the plañe quíntic

would contaln either a line or a non degenerate conic.

Tf the plañe quíntic contains a line, this corres-

ponrís to a pcncil of singular quadrics through C with a

common vertex {[Be] lemma 6.8). By proyecting the curve C

from this point, we obtain the complete interseetion of

two quadrics i ri (projection of any two quadri cs of the

pencil). So, the image cu "ve F has degree 4 and genus

ono. As C has degree eight and the center of projection

does not belong to C (otherwise it would be a singular

point on C), the morphism is 2 to l. So C is supere!lip-

t i c .

e

Convcrsely, when C is sypere I 1 i pt ic the morphism C—E

induces a morphism e* from the variety of linear series

of degree 2 and dimensión l, which is isomorphic to F,

ruto w}. So, Vi} must contain an elliptic curve and by Hur-
4 4

witz's formula applied to the double coveting of the pos-

sible components of a plañe quíntic, this quíntic must

contain a tiñe.

Assume now that the plañe quíntic decomposes into a

non-singular coníc and a cubic. The points of the coníc

correspond to a Family F of rank four quadrics i ii XP^ con-

taining C whose coeffioients are given as quadratic poli -

nomials i.n a single parameter, that is to say, for a gene-
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fie point of Tp^ (horp are iwn such quadries con I, a i n i ng

it. Moreover, hy applying I omina (6.(2) 2 of [Be) to our

situat, ion we obtain that the set of vértices of the qua

drics in F form a line T.

We project C from L and we want. to show thaf the mor-

phism j.s 2 to t . For this purposo we need to show thaf

every 2-plane containing I, and a point P of C contales

another point. Tn fact * either cuts the cjuadrics of F in

a tamil y of dogenerabe conics with vertex moving in I, and

containing P or is contained in them. The latter situn-

tion cannot occur for a generic quadric in F. In fact C

is the intersection of any three independant quadrics

containing it, so, it is the i ntersection of three qua¬

drics in F. íf w were contained in a generic quadric in F

it would be contained in C, which is imposible.

In the former case, in every degenerat.e conie one of

the lines goes through P and so the sel of such lines is

a pencil with Kernel in P. As F is a quadrafic fnmily,

so is the family of conics obt.ained by section with ", so

the remaining set of lines m\ist constitute another pencil

and its Kernel is the point we were looking for.

Moreover, no tangent 1 ine t to a point. of C may cut

l,. Assume that this is not the rase and cali Q the inter-

section point of t and t. The line t must be tangent to

every quadric containing C, jn particular to every qtia-

dric in F. But this is ¡mpossib.le if the vértex Q' is any
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point of t different from £), as the section with * i s a

conic with vortex in Q'.

So, we have proved that the morphism C —► C is 2 r 1

and unramified. Henee C is nonaingu1 ar. Moreover L, cannnt

cut C because the points of K are vórtices of quadrics

containing C and the curve is the complete interscction

of those quadrics. So C has degree 4 and it must be a ge-

nus 3 curve.

Conversely, if C is an unramified double covering of

a genus 3 curve C*—*-C, then the Prym variety associated

to this covering js the jacobian of a genus two curve

([ Mu ] p. 344 Th) , henee its theta divisor S is a genus

two curve. But the* linear series in wíiose image in C

are canonical divisors are precisely those parametrized

by 5 (t Mu] p.34 2 Prop.). Henee contains an irreduci¬

ble genus 2 curve. By Hurwitz's formula we deduce that in

this case the quintic must contain a conic.
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This ends the proof of our theorcm.

Note: Possibi1iti es a) and b) in our theorem aro, of

course, incompatible. In fact, on a canonical modo I. of a-

curve trigonal and supere 11 ipt ic at a time, tho plañe

gcnerated by a line containing a trigonal divisor and tho

centcr of tho supereJ1iptic projeetion ([Sh} p•2I1 ) mu si
o

contain at least 6 points, so the curve would havc a g^
and should be either hyperelli.pt i c or of gcnus 4*

Possibilities b) and c) may occur simultaneously for

a genus five curve. Moreover, unlike the higher gemís ca¬

ses where the superelliptic structure ís unique ([Sh]

p.2ll), a curve of genus five may have severa! (five at

most) supere!1iptic structures, each correspondíng to a

line in the associated quintic. It may also be a double

covering of a genus three curve in two different ways

(and in this case the curve is neccsari ly supere 11 i pt i c

because, if the plañe quintic contains two non-degonerato

conics it must also contain a line).

All the cases listed above actnally occur because

Beauville's construction recovers the curve from the

plañe quintic and a fj-character istic on i t.s norma 1 i 7.a t i on .
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